21st Century Learning CTE/JTED Standard
Catalina Foothills School District
Advanced Theatre Production 2
Grades: 12
Students in Advanced Theatre Production 2 are responsible for the design elements of the student‐directed
shows in the ATP class. All theatrical design jobs will be assigned, and the show will be produced, built, and
run by the students. Students are assigned production roles and continue their design work by applying their
skills to a realized performance.
1. CAREER PLANNING
ATP2.1.1
Creates a portfolio/ resume for internships, jobs, or scholarships (includes educational and
experiential goals).
ATP2.1.2
Explains the preparation path and job duties for theatre/media occupations (for example:
producer, director, designers, technical director, carpenter, lead painter).
ATP2.1.3
Researches and applies for scholarships, or internships.
2. LIGHTING DESIGN
ATP2.2.1
Assesses script for lighting circumstances and changes.
ATP2.2.2
Chooses, recommends and creates lighting design using theatrical lighting concept elements
(for example: illumination, motivation, focus, style, mood, time, atmosphere).
ATP2.2.3
Generates working cardboards from lighting plot.
ATP2.2.4
Prepares and presents final lighting design concept to Director.
ATP2.2.5
Generates required lighting design paperwork (for example; light plot, working cardboards,
color list, lighting patterns list, cueing for show).
ATP2.2.6
Oversees and prioritizes realization of lighting design (For example; focus lights for specific
purpose, installs color and lighting patterns, creates lighting cues on lighting board/computer,
oversees and assigns lighting crews)
programs lighting system to create a themed presentation (required: automated lighting).
ATP2.2.7
Attends all technical rehearsals and adapts lighting design as needed/required.
3. SOUND DESIGN
ATP2.3.1
Assesses script for sound circumstances and changes
ATP2.3.2
Chooses, recommends and creates sound design using theatrical sound concept elements (for
example; directionality, motivation, style, mood, time, atmosphere, support of script).
ATP2.3.3
Accurately troubleshoots sound system for problems.
ATP2.3.4
Prepares and presents final sound design appropriate to the production to the Director
generates required sound design paperwork (for example: single‐line diagram, sound plot,
equipment list).
ATP2.3.5
Correctly uses sound editing software for digital sound processing.
ATP2.3.6
Oversees and prioritizes realization of sound design (for example: correctly installs speakers,
installs correct cabling and cable runs, creates sound cues on QLab sound control computer,
oversees and assigns sound crews).
ATP2.3.7
Programs QLab sound control program to create a themed presentation.
ATP2.3.8
Attends all technical rehearsals and adapts sound design as needed/required.
4. COSTUME DESIGN
ATP2.4.1
Assess script for costume character changes, circumstances, and changes.
ATP2.4.2
Chooses, recommends and creates costume design using theatrical costume concept elements
(for example; color, fabric/material, texture, time period, style).
ATP2.4.3
Prepares and presents final costume design appropriate to the production to the Director.
ATP2.4.4
Generates required costume design paperwork (for example: costume plot, color renderings,
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fabric/materials list).
Oversees and prioritizes realization of costume design (For example; oversees costume
construction, oversees costume budget, oversees and assigns costume crews).
ATP2.4.6
Creates costume designs to create a themed presentation.
ATP2.4.7
Attends all technical rehearsals and adapts costume design/construction as needed/required.
5. SCENIC DESIGN/PROPS
ATP2.5.1
Assesses script for scenic circumstances and changes (for example; time period, location, style,
atmosphere, architecture).
ATP2.5.2
Chooses, recommends and creates scenic design using theatrical scenic concept elements (for
example: line, color, space, movement, shape, texture).
ATP2.5.3
Prepares and presents final scenic design concept to Director.
ATP2.5.4
Generates required scenic design paperwork (for example: ground plan, color rendering, front
elevations, construction drawings, build list, materials list).
ATP2.5.5
Correctly prepares and presents final scenic design appropriate to the production to the
Director.
ATP2.5.6
Chooses appropriate automation techniques for scenery in theatre (required: hydro, air,
mechanical, show control).
ATP2.5.7
Oversees and prioritizes realization of scenic design (for example: chooses paint/color,
generates scenic detail drawings as needed, select appropriate construction materials and
techniques for the scenic design).
ATP2.5.8
Attends all technical rehearsals and adapts scenic design/construction as needed/required.
6. STAGE MANAGEMENT
ATP2.6.1
Develops technical production/rehearsal/show and construction schedules.
ATP2.6.2
Attends all rehearsals and notes specific blocking of actors and changes in any/all design
requirements.
ATP2.6.3
Constructs a prompt book [“Bible”] for technical aspects of the show.
ATP2.6.4
Attends all technical rehearsals and adapts prompt book/cueing as needed/required.
ATP2.6.5
Coordinates backstage crew activities (for example: assign Assistant Stage Managers,
designate fly line operators, run crew, automation operators, costume run crew, properties run
crew).
ATP2.6.6
Attends all show dates.
ATP2.6.7
Correctly calls all technical cues for run of show to assistant Stage Managers ,specific
equipment operators.
ATP2.6.8
Quickly and accurately performs trouble ‐shooting skills during shows when specific problems
arise.
ATP2.6.9
Accurately reports all missed lines, broken set pieces, properties, and problems to director
and/or technical director.
7. TECHNOLOGY AND TOOLS
ATP2.7.1
Compares appropriate digital tools used in the theatre industry
accesses and manipulates information electronically (Internet, hardware, software, input,
output, flash drive).
ATP2.7.2
Selects and uses the appropriate measurement tools (Fibonacci Sequence ‐ mathematical
sequencing for a compositional grid, back timing, color correctors, and software such as ETC
lighting, QLab, Garage Band, iMovie, VectorWorks, PhotoShop and QuickTime
o resizes to fit format (ratios)
o appropriately applies timing and mathematical solutions
o creates digital theatrical elements (for example: sound effects, video effects,
lighting and set designs, Audio and video cues)
o captures and properly prepares digital images.
ATP2.4.5
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8. BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
ATP2.8.1
Compares and contrasts laws, organizational ethics, and code of ethics (for example: FCC
rules, work place rights and issues of discrimination) that create goodwill and trust.
ATP2.8.2
Analyzes and creates organizational plans and budgets for large‐scale projects.
ATP2.8.3
Applies legal and ethical procedures to theatre products (copyright laws, model releases,
royalties).
9. INDUSTRY SAFETY PROCEDURES
ATP2.9.1
Applies compliancy procedures for OSHA (occupational safety and health administration),
HazCom (Hazard Communication Standard, warning labels and MSDS (material safety data
sheets) safety regulations (required: must score 90% on Safety test).
ATP2.9.2
Recommends and applies safety precautions for job‐site hazards.
ATP2.9.3
Predicts safety hazards associated with a theatrical production and/or theatre facility.
ATP2.9.4
Analyzes all designs (lighting, scenic, sound, costume, projection) for safety hazards.
10. PERSONAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
ATP2.10.1 Applies effective problem‐solving strategies in group‐working relationships (for example:
crews, directors, stage manager shop foreman, designers or the CTSO club, International
Thespian Society)
o shares ideas, concerns, personal insights, and resources
o articulates the team goals and demonstrates commitment to these goals by
accepting responsibilities and completing tasks on time
o applies respectful behaviors and uses appropriate language.
ATP2.10.2 Applies the traits of self‐direction during the learning process (see criteria below)
o sets meaningful, achievable goals
o monitors progress and self‐corrects during the learning process
o reflects upon learning (identifies strengths and weaknesses) and uses feedback to
modify work.
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